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RED WAGON

November 16 1998 Gordon Christenson

Before dawn Christmas morning we stole into the

living room From among the shadows easily picked
out the only present which caught the slightest
reflections of light It was red wagon

Instant joy This special red wagon had come to

me straight from heaven spark of light in the

predawn dark

Looking back now after half-century of journeys
see myriad reflections from that red wagon like

sparkling lights from network of gems said to hang
over the palace of the Hindu god Indra so arranged
that by looking at one gem you see all the others in
the universe reflected in it But then my six-year-
old heart entered that red wagon into universe

reflecting only itself touched the shiny new paint
felt the smooth sides and imagined what it might haul
and how fast it might go With one knee in the wagon
bed you could pump the ground with the other leg
outside pulling the wagons tongue back by its handle
with one hand to steer and holding onto the wagons
side with the other

could drive it up the sidewalk and around the

block Just imagine coming down the hill on the other
side could take my little sister and brother for

thrilling ride Id sit them in the wagon hold the

tongue handle firmly in one hand and run fast My
friends could pile in and all of us fly down hill in
that wagon could go places all by myself in it

Paper read November 16 1998 at The Literary Club
Cincinnati Ohio Thanks go to the Crones of Beara at
Anam Cara Artists and Writers Retreat for time and
place in the beautiful Beara Peninsula SW Co Cork
Ireland where this paper was finished early November
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escaping house and yard and would let no one else

drive it

Let me tell how fully that first freedoms

circumstance me and my wagon led through journeys

into worlds that be-came as each era came awfully and

literally when life burst from frozen earth for the

first and then the next time too That red wagon and

were beginnings of self and its world held

together from the center of golden bowl reflected

my circumstance and my circumstance reflected me
Sitting in bright new wagon under Christmas tree
new self does not know more Not for half-century
would come to understand that Ortega Gassett the

great Spanish thinker had already seen just such

simple and radical view of self Not think

therefore am Not am that am Not am my

unconquerable soul Not solipsism or narcissism

Instead simply am and my circumstance.1 The

ancient Chinese sage Lao-tzu understood but in

different way He who knows his brightness veils

himself in his darkness.2

Last year we journeyed to Hawaii for teaching and

study After returning this year my wife Fabienne

gave me present It was miniature red Radio

Flyer wagon She got the idea in Hawaii she said
The toy barely fits in my palms upturned in meditation

Two weeks later just as began teaching seminar on

justice went out and bought myself brand new
cadmium red Z-3 roadster convertible with six

cylinder 189 horsepower engine black leather seats
and removable red hard top Its shocking brightness
shines like the dark light of wine in glass to use

poets metaphor.3 How can wine in glass shine both

dark and light How does red roadster shine with

lightness and darkness at the same time When it

became clear to me that this dark light which shines is

explained by Lao-tzus adage that one who knows his

brightness veils himself in his darkness it was time

to request early retirement from professors duties
and they made me emeritus
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It was the newspaper route that coaxed me beyond
safe boundaries At first walked the route
delivering papers door-to-door from canvas newspaper
bag slung across one shoulder The work was slow
hard plodding tried next hauling the newspapers in

my red wagon which actually slowed me down Customers
complained One day noticed the wagon wheels
wobbling The treads wore down The wagon rattled and
resisted as you pulled it Its paint long since had
stopped reflecting light of any kind smooth brown
rust crept inside whispering it was taking over So we
hauled dirt in it and took refuse to the field
Finally left with no purpose whatever the wagon came
to its last resting place on top of an old wood pile at
the side of the house out of sight entirely

My father found replacement used bicycle
Quickly learned how to ride it with folded

newspapers stuffed in the canvas bag At the

distribution point where we got our bundles of

newspapers we raced to see who could fold all the

papers and stuff our bags the fastest before speeding
off with the bags on bikes to our various routes We

didnt use rubber bands or plastic bags Our trick was
to master the art of tossing pre-folded newspapers from
the bag onto porches often lawns or bushes from
moving bike We learned simple skills Speed in

folding and stuffing Expertise in throwing on the

move You learned to steer with your left hand firmly
in control of handle-bars freeing the right throwing
arm to grab paper folded to square and fling it

backhand or forehand without losing balance Bigger
boys whose voices were starting to change taught these
skills impressively by example and swagger This know-
how enlarged our freedom enormously for if you
finished whole hour before dinner-time you had time
for baseball or other things We never confused

newspaper routes with happiness They were businesses
to make spending money Eros had not yet sabotaged
common sense

When 32 Chevy displaced the bike this first
car and together discovered girls We started
college together My fathers 39 Dodge soon took the

Chevys place after he won big case and bought
Cadillac The dodge made me money by hauling load of
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girls to the ski slopes each week and led me into

college fraternity life When they called up the

National Guard unit that we joined to avoid the draft

during the Korean war the Dodge became my bride

Katherines car after they sent me overseas to the Far

East Intelligence School in Japan The Dodge and

used 46 Studebaker saw me and my new family through

law school after returned

We turned the Studebaker in on used 53 chrysler

Imperial the month passed the bar exam and started

clerking for the chief Justice of the Utah Supreme
Court About that time was eager to try out

gambling system to win at roulette It was system of

betting learned about from buddies in Japan Instead

of doubling up on losses this system used

progressive betting cycle with smaller or larger bets

you calculated yielding smaller or larger winnings if

you finished the series Two guys had used this system
in the casinos on the Riviera and made good living at

it Their trick was to quit after reaching quota of

winnings for the day The house wouldnt keep too

close an eye if their winnings posed no threat So off

we went Katherine and in the Chrysler Imperial

driving from Salt Lake city across the Salt Flats past
Wendover to Elko Nevada with grubstake of $100 to

see if we could beat the house

Lets see how fast this chrysler will go said

as we drove by the Great Salt Lake and floored her
We soon roared over 105 miles per hour in comfort but

straining every rod and piston in that big V-8 engine
you could tell before eased off We reached Elko

exhilarated and started playing the system at once My
embarrassed wife did the calculations placed the

bets Our winnings soared to over $1500 by evening
drawing curious group of onlookers Prudently we

quit had dinner and in the morning paid for the room
enjoyed breakfast and felt triumphant We had won

enough to pay off the car loan Why not one last shot

before getting back on the road said as we finished

breakfast Well all right she hesitated To

roulette we went again We won then lost then won
then lost then lost then lost and lost again nine

more times in row In flash winnings vanished and

we had no reserves left to finish the series of bets
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dark lump of pregnant panic grew in my stomach all at

once just as imagine happens to hedge fund managers
now when they run out of leveraged capital So we had
no play left and drove back broke

We moved east the next year driving to Washington
D.C in that big Chrysler with me and Katherine son
Scott nearly five years old and daughter Lynne
almost two to pursue my academic doctorate in

international law Then began career in the State

Department and we bought our first brand new car
1960 black Volkswagen beetle In 1962 they appointed
me legal advisor for Near Eastern and South Asian
Affairs and legal advisor to the Persian Gulf Task
Force to plan national strategy as Near Eastern oil and
balance of power became vital national interests The

era of good-feeling about ourselves and work lasted
until Kennedys assassination and Vietnam Trading the

Chrysler in on new two-toned 1964 Dodge station

wagon we could haul now four kids across the country
each summer to visit grandparents in Salt Lake City

These two cars saw me into an academic career
which began at the University of Oklahoma in Norman in

1967 for three years then to New York where bought
an Opel and back to Washington D.C where took the

deanship of American University Law School for the next
six years and bought new Chevy Caprice with air
conditioning We left the VW in New York rusting and
found rust in the marriage Divorce followed
accepted two year stint on the faculty at the Naval
War College in Newport Rhode Island and Harvard Law
School with help from blue Datsun 280Z There we

taught the foundations of the warrior tradition to an
officer student body demoralized by Vietnam and
weakened more when we saw the Islamic Revolution in

Iran In the spring of 1979 drove the Datsun from
New England directly to Cincinnati persuaded by new
president Henry Winkler to take the law deanship at the

University of Cincinnati leaving the east coast once
again Fabienne come too and we were married here in

September to start new life together The new school

year was beginning and major physical renovation of

Taft Hall commenced with the first swings of the
demolition ball
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During the Sesquicentennial Celebration of the

College of Law in 1983 bought my fifth new car
silver BMW 528e six cylinder high torque with sun
roof black leather seats and the whole works It was

good deans car thought and got good trade for

the blue Datsun which was rusting through after only

years of New England and Cincinnati winters The new

law building was finished Justice Sandra Day OConnor
had accepted my invitation to give the rededication

address We had revised the law curriculum hired

excellent new faculty that year including Joe Tomain
and established the Urban Morgan Institute for Human

Rights It was triumphal season

Lets go for ride said to Fabienne early one

Saturday morning in April So at dawn we headed for

the beltway crossing the Ohio for the Kentucky part
that moves through Indiana briefly before crossing back

into Ohio Right after the airport exit put on

tape of Wagners Tannhauser Overture opened the sun
roof and turned the speakers to the loudest blast
then knowing that no highway police would be

patrolling for speeders at that hour of dawn pushed
the gas pedal to the floor We took off Wagner
booming inside and up out the roof as if Icarus were

starting his flight to the sun on wings of sound
Fabienne pulled her knees up to her chest as we reached

100 miles an hour then past 105 but at 110 eased up
slowing to the speed limit We changed the tape to

Tristram and Isolde as we moved around the beltway and

back home We took just morning ride and the

morning stars sang as when Gods voice from the

whirlwind answered Jobs accusation Where wast thou
when laid the foundations of the earth Declare if

thou hast understanding the morning stars

sang together and all the sons of God shouted for

joy4 Here we are Lord we cried out Here we

are

Fifteen years later still have that old silver

beamer We have driven in that car all over the

country and Canada It took me to Yale Law School for

visitorship after leaving the deanship in 1985
Daughters drove with me to the Rocky Mountains via

Memphis and Booger Hollow in the Ozarks Two years

ago though noticed some rust creeping down the left
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side where the water spout from the sunroof empties
rain from the inside We decided not to take her to

Maine that year

We moved to Portland two years ago in December to
visit until August at the University of Maine Law
School there thinking of retirin9 to Maine where my
sea captain ancestors once 1ived Larry Foster dean
of the law school at Hawaii called soon afterwards
offering distinguished visiting professorship
teaching constitutional and international law the next
fall Imagine living in Maine through in an
interminable winter with virtually no spring at all
dark and cold and long Then imagine moving directly
to Hawaii to encounter an invincible summer of

paradise We accepted

year earlier my lungs had suddenly clogged up
from pollution and chronic bronchial infection and
virulent recurrence of childhood asthma big time
persistent cough would not go away If was difficult

diagnosis and bet on treatment that was starting
to work when another diagnosis this time of prostate
cancer forced second wager My bets were that the

health would hold and gambled that the House would
not call either bet

Lung disease brings pure panic as you gasp for
lifes air quite unlike the sinking panic that grows
after losing all your capital on hedge funds or bet
But prostate cancer is different altogether Its
macho disease You cant complain and always must keep

stiff upper lip if nothing else General Norman
Schwarzkopf Senator Robert Dole Arnold Palmer
Michael Milken and each year hundreds of thousands of

other guys are diagnosed maybe half the members of

this club already and 40000 of us will die of it each

year many very slowly and painfully if it reaches bone
marrow In the prime of life some men often in their
40s with good marriages and strong families learn from
an annual physical examination that their PSA

prostate-specific antigen score is little high
They should see urologist Another rectal probe
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Another question Not to worry too much lets do

biopsy of the old prostate

Hows that done

Well through the rectum wall

What

Yes It might feel bit uncomfortable but with

ultrasound we can take six or eight pretty accurate

core samples to send to the lab

How in Gods name do you do that

Well we use device like spring gun that

shoots needle through the wall of the large intestine

and into the prostate at various locations guided by
the ultra-sound probe Maybe six shots will be enough
It wont hurt much

What You are going to put spring gun up my
ass and shoot six or eight needled into my prostate and

that wont hurt

Well it might be little uncomfortable but it

should give us pretty good idea if you have

prostatitis and not cancer Well give you some

antibiotics to prevent infection Dont worry too

much Your PSA is just little high and that test can

vary as much as 20% either way in any case

Thats reassuring

So you suppress fear and try to avoid feeling that

you are about to descend into an abyss You make light
of it to your wife who seems more frightened than you
are Two days after the procedure which you endured
the urologist calls you on the phone Well have

some bad news The pathology report confirms

adenocarcinoma in three core samples But we have

good chance for cure Why dont you come in and

well carefully go over your choices Bring your wife

along if you wish Just to make sure lets get
second opinion from another pathologist We can go
over three or four different options
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OK OK sure sure What are they

Well well discuss them at length when you come
in Then you should make your own choice but only
after considering all the factors This is so personal
to you that we do not make medical recommendation

So you begin long process of decision Choosing
treatment is more like betting the horses than playing
house odds If the cancer has not escaped the prostate
gland no easy assumption to make the bet boils down
to this Your call is on whether to remove the

prostate by surgical strike kill it by nuking it

with external radiation subvert it by zapping it from
inside starve the cancer by denying it testosterone
which it loves through actual or hormonal castration
or watch it passively and wait betting on dying of

something else Timothy Leary and Frank Zappa waited
and lost

So how do you know whether some cancer cells have
not already escaped into the bloodstream and lymph
nodes and found bone marrow You dont for sure You

get more tests establish markers consult probability
tables then place your bets

What are the chances of side effectsT you ask
say incontinence or impotence

Well you might consider nervesparing surgery
the kind developed by Dr Patrick Walsh at Johns

Hopkins to increase your changes of remaining potent
if you are at an early stage External beam radiation
offers better chance to keep potency but may have
other risk such as rectal injury More men wear

pampers after surgery however than after radiation

This is not just an old mans disease either
You learn that some younger men with young wives and
children are in terrible shape in pain slowly dying as

advanced prostate cancer relentlessly moves into bone
slowed for time by hormone oblation which cancels the

libido grows breasts on males and produces hot
flashes Sullen depressed angry with terrified
wives and kids some of these guys are Vietnam vets who
wonder once again with Job why me Lord
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By now you have searched the Internet and found

the Prostate Pointers website library and are reading

all the papers and nine or ten books trying to figure

out why your doctors wont come right out and recommend

treatment but still angle you towards one or another

of them Might it be competition Surely not Money
Good God no not my doctor One of the peer-reviewed

papers from the Harvard School of Public Health
cautioned that widespread PSA testing would produce

new prostate cancer market creating competition among

urological surgeons and radiation oncologists for as

much as $50000 more income year for the most

successful teams

When placed my bet it was not on surgery
After weighing all factors decided to have

radioactive seeds implanted or brachytherapy which

was done here in Cincinnati nearly two years ago When

Fabienne and left for Maine in new Toyota RAy

week later was carrying 121 radioactive Iodine

isotope seeds in my prostate as well as asthma

inhalants and new drugs to see the lungs through
Maines winter And carried them all to Hawaii eight
months later

Cincinnati has surprisingly strong connection

with Hawaiis legal circles The law school there was

founded 25 years ago under leadership of Williams

Richardson distinguished alumnus of the University
of Cincinnatis law school graduating in the 40s He

was Chief Justice of the Hawaii Supreme Court at the

founding of the school that bears his name The

William Richardson School of Law of the University
of Hawaii at Manoa and he still serves on our Board of

Visitors The visiting professorship they invited me

to fill was named in honor of Wallace Fujiyama another

of Cincinnatis law alumni discovered At the time

of his death few years ago he was considered the

best trial lawyer in Hawaii

One of the current justices of the Hawaii Supreme
Court is Stephen Levinson He grew up in Cincinnati

and after law school at Michigan went to Hawaii to

clerk for his uncle then member of Hawaiis Supreme

Court Steve was appointed to that court in his own

right after successful legal career in Honolulu
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spent splendid afternoon in his chambers for wide-
ranging discussion and he visited my constitutional
law class He is perhaps best known for authoring the

now famous decision striking down the Hawaii marriage
law as discriminatory against homosexual couples who
wished to marry in that state The Hawaii statute
limits marriage to heterosexual couples and Justice
Levinson held in effect that it violates the Hawaii
Constitutions explicit equal rights provisions These
provisions are the same as those in the Equal Rights
Amendment proposed for the United States Constitution
The late Rex Lee solicitor general in the Reagan
administration had anticipated such problems in 1972

when as Dean of the BYU Law School he argued that if

the ERA were adopted it would mean strict judicial
scrutiny for any legislation discriminating against
gays and lesbians as well as women That argument
helped defeat the amendment but ironically Levinson
cited Lees argument to interpret Hawaiis ERA just so

Steves father still lives in Cincinnati where to
consider the mere possibility of same-sex marriage
brings gasps of fear for the survival of Western
civilization itself as we saw in Cincinnatis Charter
amendment which prevented City Council from specially
protecting gays and lesbians from discrimination When
the amendment was left standing by both the Sixth
Circuit and the U.S Supreme Court popular opinion
exhaled sigh of moral relief Hawaiian culture
however well into the 19th century allowed the alii
revered chiefs and wise leaders to enjoy extended
plural marriages of same sex different sex even
brother and sister all part of an extended organic
union Hawaii voters in this years general election
approved an amendment to the Hawaii constitution

reserving power to the legislature to limit marriage to

heterosexual couples If the legislature now reenacts
Hawaiis marriage law the case back before Levinson
and his court will be mooted

Fabienne and found bungalow to rent in Hawaii
on the windward side of Oahu From Honolulu you reach
it by driving over the mountains on the Pali Highway to

Kailua and around past Euzs Steakhouse to Lanikai
where it hides among lush flowering trees and vines on
the hillside block and half from the ocean From
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the picture windows you see two small islands offshore

These are the Mokoluas One protrudes from the

Pacific like huge gorillas head and shoulders seen

from behind as if swimming away from shore The other

might pass for an enormous cone of light chocolate

mousse plopped down in the ocean Some old timers

remember seeing Japanese aircraft coming over these

islands to attack the Marine Air Station flying low

enough for them to see the pilots faces

Our house itself was twice featured in Sunset

Magazine It has Italian tile floors and red-brown

granite counter-tops in the kitchen and French fixtures

in one and Japanese sunken bath in the other of the

two bathrooms The living room is an artists

creation too surrounded by built-in pillowed couches

and sound system Batiks and silk screen art hang in

the dining room and along the halls The house is

cooled though not by air conditioning From our

location on the windward side of Oahu trade winds blow

off the ocean and stream into louvered windows and

through the entire house exiting by screened openings
into the thickly covered hillside at the rear then

calming down among endlessly blossoming flowers and

fast-growing vines and banyan trees Over the couches

in the living room are teak shelves holding fine

library of art history philosophy and literature at

constant risk in tropical humidity

The half-year spent in Hawaii was the era of the

Mazdas Two cars went with the house one Mazda

van the other black Miata convertible For dollar

apiece we agreed to buy them and to sell them back at

the same price when we left Each morning drove 17

miles to Honolulu over the Pali Highway in the black

Miata and returned late afternoon The drive took me

through the mystical Tolkinesque mountain range formed

by volcanic upthrusts with high-ribbed vertical

crevices carved by rain and looking like dark green
velvet folds The rains fell gently only 21 inches

each year on the coast but lot more in the

mountains So could drive with the top down most of

the time We had to prepare for hurricanes and learn

how to tie down the house by anchoring 12 cables pulled
from under the eaves to concrete pilings below But no

hurricanes came close El Nino to the South and the
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jet stream to the North made ribbon of insulation
last year sheltering the Islands from violent storms

The heroes of ancient Polynesian cultures were
navigators with superb skills They knew these seas
and their storms moving over and through them in open
outriggers with their oarsmen The most skilled
navigators eventually found their way to Hawaii
migrating from Malaysia and the Philippines to the
south sea islands of Tahiti and Tonga and Fiji
sometimes even returning They navigated by respecting
all forces in nature for their journeys feeling
movements from the ocean currents sensing different
winds and following known stars as they regularly
appeared each evening above the oceans horizon All
their senses were intertwined with these movements
One feels puny living for time on an island right in

the middle of vast Pacific ocean No place on earth
is further from any land mass Asian or North
American

Driving black Miata with top down around Oahu
through mysterious mountains and along the shore is raw

pleasure It demands little skill Native navigators
who guide outrigger shells have much greater skill and
also freedom They know ocean currents and swells
recognize storms and remember different skies All
their senses come alive in nature just as my boyish
alertness did when riding my red wagon on the sidewalk
outside Motoring around Oahu in the black Miata
fueled by imported gas on highways that assault both
nature and Hawaiian culture brings an intense pleasure
all of its own more perverse and selfishly triumphant
as though our post-industrial culture had subdued
nature at last

At the law school in Honolulu moreover for the

first time in long teaching career encountered

large multi-cultural constitutional law class where
Caucasians were minority Voices from Polynesian and
native Hawaiian and Japanese Korean Chinese and

Filipino students reflected each of their own cultures
views refracting and diffusing through American

society but not single African American was in the

class
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put challenge to them as do each first day
Find me in anywhere in the United States Constitution

any positive grants of personal rights or property

rights This question raises the problem of negative
limits and positive grants reflecting themes from

Isaiah Berlins powerful essay on the same subject
which reasons that the framers used negative limits to

power to create space where human dignity is free to

be The Tao Te Ching similarly says If you mould

cup you have to make hollow it is the emptiness
within it that makes it useful.6

Moving from what is not said conduct pre
Civil War rendition hearing where fugitive slave

found by bounty hunters in free state is dragged in

chains before magistrate for certificate of return

to the rightful owner without any voice even to claim

they got the wrong person By that point in the

discussion some student has found the only positive

personal entitlement in the entire Constitution in

Article IV the right of the owner of fugitive slave

to get his property back ask them to read that

provision before we take up the Dred Scott case
Everyone thinks that Taneys opinion is an outrage but

no one had read it through or analyzed it in light of

Article IV The Civil War Amendments changed this

situation but the infamous Slaughter-House Cases

drastically cut back the scope of the Amendments which

we review before tackling contemporary cases At this

point in Hawaii turn to the race cases Korematsu
and Brown then back to Marbury Madison to take up

why the Supreme Court has power to strike down

Congressional enactment

My Hawaii students feign confusion They want

certainty in racial rectitude Their response to

initial questioning is not the usual skeptical testing
of an unknown but obviously experienced law professor
They remain too silent too polite Instinctively
seek the center and find an aloha spirit there

incredibly friendly But the smiling silences mask

darker well-springs either of deep passion or cynicism
and cannot tell which There are those who view

inherent or unalienable human rights as an invention of

Eurocentric white males to privilege themselves and

subordinate the weak and downtrodden or other cultures
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Native Hawaiian students have good reason to lament the

loss of their islands to the missionaries planters and
marines with annexation by the United States in 1898
Other students are smitten with critical race theory
which places social thumb on the scales of justice
interpreting texts to favor downtrodden minority races
and women and exposing hidden privileges that flow from
western rule of law traditions Still others are
libertarian to an extreme coalition of native
Hawaiian and well known mainland conservatives united
in common purpose of keeping the federal government at

bay My task like that in mainland law schools or in

the Naval War College is to teach the secular
tradition of constitutional law and government forms
for handling the dark side of human nature

My questions about human nature government and
racial challenges generally stir reaction from radicals
of the left or right as well as so-called post
moderns on the mainland But never have felt the

same level of masked suspicion encountered in Hawaii
where they like analytic technical knowledge and do

not appreciate questions impliedly critical of island

ways Nor is it the first time student body ever
recoils against Socratic approach to inquiry This

time however their insistence on technical

consistency and certainty comes not from an expected
center but paradoxically from dogmatic communitarian

right and an equally dogmatic authoritarian left all

from within very friendly multi-cultural student body
with an aloha spirit It is time for another self-
examination

While reflections from other cultures always
intrude upon the boundaries of my western universe
which have thought cosmopolitan and enlightened my
inbred tolerance now felt endangered from difference
Is there no room for critical challenges to all dogmas
whether from the right or the left What is there to

fear Different cultures different climate different

germs different molds and pollens different law and

politics all of which are on this little archipelago
and persist unabated year-round Maybe trade winds of

all kinds carry these differences far too easily over
the barriers and boundaries of self and consciousness
into the lungs and brain and through the house and
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classroom night and day My wagon symbol of first

journey becomes black Miata which drive top down

like boy in summer again moving first out of home and

yard now determined to accept and transcend these

darker archipelagic fears

In the book collection in our bungalows shelves

spot books on east-west encounters Many come from

the University of Hawaiis philosophy and religion

departments and the East-West Center.7 Memories come
of Japan many years ago where first read

translations of eastern philosophy and learned to write

Haiku journey further inside memory to recall half-

forgotten high school discussions about the dualistic

origins of monotheistic religions When did last

think about Zoroastrianism Zarathustra Ahura-Mazda

and the mythical struggles between children of light
and the children of dark

In Persian legend thousands of years before the

birth of Christ great prophet appeared in the

ancient home of the Aryans He was Zarathustra
whose guardian angel entered into an haoma plant that

went with its juice into the body of priest just as

divine sacrifice was offered ray from heaven at

that very moment found its way into the bosom of

noble maid The priest took the virgin and commingled
the imprisoned angel with the imprisoned ray
conceiving Zarathustra who laughed aloud on the day of

his birth as did when discovering the red wagon and

the evil spirits which gather around every life fled in

terror Ahura-Mazda Lord of Light became his supreme
god and the beginnings of Zoroastrianism Zarathustra

withdrew from society and lived in the mountains He

lived to very old age and ascended directly into

heaven consumed in flash of lightning Persia is now

monotheistic Iran demonized after the Iranian

Revolution

In the west life must win over death The

children of light always win after mythical battle with

children of darkness in heaven and on earth Incarnate

divinity made man is born to new life again after

sacrifice and struggle and death Eternal life wins

out The ideal of justice is possible in the west

because transcendent God in command of the troops of
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light ultimately punishes the unjust and the wicked in

the Kingdom to come if not on earth You always bet
with the House not against it Satan is Jobs special
prosecutor Lucifer merely Gods snob hired
croupier the House keeps an eye on

From the east comes abundant ethical wisdom
reciprocal goodness from Confucius and an inward

spiritual acceptance from teachings of Lao-tzu the
Buddha or Indian philosophy But search as might for

some idea of transcendent truth or justice find
instead that the struggle between the children of light
and the children of darkness always ends in harmony in

draw balance between Yin and Yang The question
what is is simply does not occur There is no
principle of non-contradiction The oneness of the

universe just is Life and death are one and the same
immanent within all existence In Hindu belief as we

all know the divine is within all existence Dying is

but part of living living but part of dying The art

and science of medicine is not expected to keep us

alive at all costs in ritual where life must fight to

the end ultimately losing to death for that is

illusion The dark light of wine in glass is no
contradiction We live cosmic comedy as Dante
unfolded first played out over 10000 years ago when
early hunter-gatherer cultures celebrated in myth that
plants grow again after they die every year and animals
whose blood is spilled and flesh eaten have souls that
leave and return again in new bodies offered in

sacrifice or hunted and eaten once more

Last December just as classes ended dark shadows
indicating black mass in my lungs reemerged in Hawaii
and stalked me home across the ocean presence among
bags and books and notes and the x-ray and CT scan
file The bronchoscopy cultures and tuberculosis tests
taken as lay on the pulmonologists alter in Kailua
awaited lab work in Honolulu The results could be

known in minutes at the Medical Center back in

Cincinnati When we sold back the convertible and the

van for dollar each the transaction signaled an end

game of smart bet like declining Charons offer to

take us across the River Styx on the cheap As we flew
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to Los Angeles to change planes we were suspended for

time between knowing and now knowing between summer

and winter moving over an ocean as through new era

of being in time

We were glad to be coming home Happy to return

to our restored old farm house on Principio Avenue and

know it again and for the first time as home Fresh

self-awareness is the Altman or Hindu self where

divine forces manifest the outer world in variety like

single lights in windows at Christmastime They enter

consciousness like gems as if to take up an abode

there to vivify ones whole being Circling back now

to Lao-tzu why did buy that red roadster anyway

By April the dark mass in my lungs had been

vanquished by western antibiotics Driving to

Washington took grandson for ride in the

roadster No one but myself could drive it told

him and he agreed Yeah he said This is guy
car If had one like this wouldnt let anyone
drive it either Id even drive it to heaven like in

Grease

Imagine that and the red roadster might leave

this road and soar together beyond all boundaries and

the stars in blazing red chariot of fire and horses

of fire .by whirlwind into heavenT directly just

as Elijah went.8 But please Lord not the way
Travolta and Newton-John went in pink Cadillac with

fins full of eros and jejune song and dance know

as well as you do Lord that my red roadster is just

symbol of dramatic last journey an illusion of the

little boy still placing wagers against the darkness

and still betting on magical powers Please let me go

like Elijah

Later while driving on the Appalachian Highway
east toward Athens not long ago opened up my
roadster for the first time In no time at all that

red chariot was up to 120 miles per hour going faster

than had ever driven my old silver BMW or my 53
Chrysler Growling she wanted to go even faster but

eased up on the gas peddle and slowed her down This

eternally new red wagon was really something else
Shell never rust thought And sitting inside
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could see all the other cars ever owned and all my
loved ones and the places we went and things we did
living with them and through them reflections from
myriad gems As Ortega might view it and my
circumstance might be like those of tramp Twho does
not stay in one place fugitive from all customs

arrives takes look around and leaves
He is Don Juan of the small towns of trades and of

landscapes He crosses all places without staying in

any of them He has the dynamic soul of an arrow that

forgot about its target after it was in the air

If really let this red roadster go right now
thought as we went faster believe that together we

shall leave the road and our place entirely like

Ortegas arrow beyond human boundaries We might
wreak great destruction like Phaethon who took the sun
chariot of his father the sun god Phoebus and lost
control of its reins scorching the earth and
incinerating the universe Ovids lament would be our
epitaph

Here lies Phoebus boy who died
In the suns chariot
His strength too human and too hot

His courage and his price.10

Whenever get into this roadster all alone by
myself it does seem like might be climbing back
again into my first red wagon Except this one has
mirrors which catch reflections from all different
angles am and my circumstance Instead of

incinerating the universe or blasting to heaven in

fire move along joyfully for now with top down
accepting all of nature like the Polynesian navigators
in tune with their universe seeing illness in dark
emptiness beyond the stars as one with light now lived
in sunshine at the fulcrum of balance here in this

place which embraces death and life the same
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APPOINTMENT WITH MURDER

November 23 1998 John McDonough

Opening Statement

Since this is my first paper before the Literary
Club would like to take the liberty of making an

opening statement Twenty-two years ago walked down
the forward brow of the USS Constellation an aircraft
carrier leaving group of men admired for their
intelligence dedication and patriotism never
thought that would have the opportunity of being
associated with another group of men who shared set

of similar values education literature and good
fellowship would like to thank you the members of

the Literary Club for that opportunity

Appointment with Murder

Bar Mitzvah is seminal event in the life of

Jewish boy It signifies the age of majority or the

entering of manhood Once he becomes Bar Mitzvah he
is obligated to the ritual responsibilities of Jewish
life and is counted as full member of the

congregation He is now old enough to follow the

Jewish law on his own The preparation for this event
is intense and thorough culminating in an emotional
and ancient ceremony surrounded by friends and family

The Torah plays central role in this ceremony
It is divided into five books Genesis Exodus Numbers
Leviticus and Deuteronomy and they are divided into
chapters and verses Another system divides the Torah
into weekly public readings called portions and in turn
they are divided into readings The Bar Mitzvah child
studies and memorizes the Torah portion for his Bar
Mitzvah day and depending on the congregation reads
more or less of that particular portion


